
Local Cults in Graeco-Roman Phrygia 

Thomas Drew-Bear 

D URING my travels in Phrygia since 1968 for the preparation of 

the corpus of Greek and Latin inscriptions of that region, un

dertaken at the advice of Professor and Mme L. Robert,! I 

have recorded numerous dedications to a great variety of divinities, 

which form one of the principal features of interest of the epigraphy 

of Phrygia. In advance of the corpus volumes I shall make known a 

few of these here.2 

AKMONIA 

1. In the museum at Afyonkarahisar is a small altar (inv. no.4195) 

found, according to the inventory, at the village of Yen ice Kay, located 

at the foot of the mountain Ahlr Dag which bounds the Doiantos 

Pedion3 (Banaz Ovasl) to the east. The altar has projecting mouldings 

at top and bottom, with two acroteria flanking a cylindrical 

upper portion decorated by a tendril with three leaves above three 

1 See the announcements of this corpus by L. Robert in his Discours d'introduction at the 

VI Int. Congress of Greek and Latin Epigraphy, Vestigia 17 (1973) 22-Z3, and inJSav 1975, 

160 n.31. It is a pleasure to thank Mr Hikmet Giir\ay, Director General of Museums and 

Antiquities, as well as the Directors of the Museums of Afyonkarahisar, Ak~ehir, Kiitahya, 

Seyitgazi and U~ak for their respective authorizations and aid. 

a For other inscriptions from Phrygia see "Three Senatus Consulta concerning the 

Province of Asia," Historia 21 (1972) 75-87: during a visit to the village of Anzh I was able 

to find and photograph the document discussed in this article, which had escaped the editors 

of MAMA, and also to record fragments of letters of Eumenes II; the site may be identified 

with one of the villages known from the lists of the Xenoi Tekmoreioi (on the documents 

of this association v. infra n.62); "A Fourth-Century Latin Soldier's Epitaph at Nakoleia," 

HSCP 81 (1977): I publish elsewhere a series of votive inscriptions from the territory of that 

city to divinities other than Zeus Bronton (the latter, an abundant series in itself, will 

appear separately together with the numerous epitaphs); "Kaiser-, Militar- und Stein bruch

inschriften aus Phrygien" (with W. Eck), Chiron 6 (1976) 289-318, where further publica

tions are announced; "The Epitaph of Thomas : A Middle-Byzantine Verse Inscription from 

Afyonkarahisar" (with C. Foss), By~antion 39 (1969) 74-85: I have prepared for· publication 

a series of Christian and Byzantine inscriptions from Phrygia which will appear together 

with photographs of architectural remains from this era. 

3 See for this region the map of Philippson conveniently reproduced by L. Robert, 

"Nonnos et les monnaies d'Akmonia de Phrygie," JSav 1975, fig.5; on the Doiantos Pedion 

see pp.182-85. 
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spirals; the inscription begins on the upper moulding and continues 

on the shaft. H. 0.375, w. 0.165, tho 0.16. PLATE 7 figure 1. 

• EfJlK77JTOC . , 
E1TV'Y}CE-

3 v eE~ . 
·Y.fJlCTlp . , 
EVi(1]V 

On the Theos Hypsistos4 at Akmonia see the discussion by L. 

Robert5 of a Jewish epitaph of that city with this threat derived from 

the Septuagint against any violator of the grave: [E'c]Ta£ aVT~ '"poc 
, JCI' ''''V.I. " , ~ ~ , .,.,. , ~ [ , '\() TOV O'EOV TOV ~ 'Y£CTOV Kat TO apac OpE'TTaVOV EtC TOV VKOV aVTOV EtCEI\ O£-

TO Kat p:TJS€va JYKaTaAEupa£To]. The Jewish community at Akmonia 

was large and influential,6 but the imprecise epithet Hypsistos suited 

also pagan divinities and does not necessarily imply Jewish influence.? 

The indubitably Jewish epitaph cited here, however, was found by 

W. M. RamsaY' in 1883 at the same village of Yen ice from which also 

comes the present dedication; it is thus probable that there existed a 

Jewish community in this portion of the territory of Akmonia and 

that our Epiktetos had relations with it. 

2. In the village of <;:orum, north of the site of Akmonia at Ahat 

Kay,9 is a rectangular block built into the foundations of an outhouse. 

H. 0.58, W. 0.28, tho 0.24, letters 0.02. PLATE 7 figure 2. 

'For this divinity see notably the article by F. Cumont in RE 9 (1914) 447ft" S.v. ·YI/JLCTOC; 

the list of attestations (together with those of Zeus Hypsistos) in A. B. Cook, Zeus 11.2 

(Cambridge 1925) 87£Hl7; A. D. Nock, HlhR 29 (1936) 55ft"=Essays on Religion and the Ancient 

World I (Oxford 1972) 416-43; L. Robert, Anatolia 3 (1958) 112-18=Opera Minora Selecta I 

(Amsterdam 1969) 411-17 and CRAI 1968, 594-98. 

5 Hellenica XI-XII (Paris 1960) 399-400. 

I See L. Robert, op.cit. (supra n.3) 158--60. 

7 A. Thomas Kraabel, "·YI/JLCTOC and the Synagogue at Sardis," GRBS 10 (1969) 81-93, 

denied altogether Jewish influence on dedications in Lydia and Phrygia with this epithet. 

One of the principal texts in Kraabel's argumentation is precisely the Jewish epitaph from 

Akmonia cited supra, for which he did not know the discussion by L. Robert, loe.cit. 

(supra noS); the dedication to the Theos Hypsistos at Nakoleia cited by Kraabel on p.89 

from ]HS 5 (1884) and IGRR IV was republished with a photograph as MAMA V (Man

chester 1937) 211, in a quasi-corpus with an index; etc. Cf. the severe judgement ofJ. and L. 

Robert, BullEpigr 1970, 153, who promise alibi plUTa. 

8 Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia II (Oxford 1897) 652 no.563. 

• The site of Akmonia has been fixed exactly at Ahat Koy since 1840 (demonstration by 

J. Franz); the history of the identification, with bibliography, is now set forth by L. Robert, 

op.cit. (supra n.3) 153 n.l. 
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'AyaOfj Tvx[n]' 

Avp. Tanc '0-

VT]cLJLOV xa~-
, , ,R 

4 K€OC CVV/"WC 

CVV Tefl cvp,{1{-

ltJ • OV7]cLJLltJ €?h-
- tvip' , W I. I tC'TW €K 'T-. . 

8 wv lstwv avl-

[O]7}cav 
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In line 3 the bottom of the left stroke of lambda is preserved. Note the spellings 

cvvj3(OC and cVfLj3{~ in two successive lines. 

The village of <;orum (Jorumlar on the map mentioned supra n.3) 

north of Yenice formed part of the territory of Akmonia and not of 

Alia.10 The feminine names Tanc and Ta'T€LC are common in Phrygia 

and elsewhere in Asia Minor.ll This dedication to the Theos Hypsistos 

by a blacksmith and his wife12 provides another instance of the interest 

manifested even by the humbler people of Phrygia in quasi-philo

sophical, abstract notions of divinity eef the dedication to Hosios and 

Dikaios published infra). Naturally my visits to each of the villages in 

the territory of Akmonia also furnished new dedications to many 

other less impersonal divinities, such as Demeter Karpophoros and 

Koros, Hekate, the Meter Turaxene, Zeus Alsenos, Zeus Agathos, 

Zeus Orkamaneites etc., which I shall publish elsewhere. 

3. A resident of Banaz showed to me his copies of five inscriptions 

which he said were found together with several others during the 

construction of a forest road near HaClbahn DamIan immediately 

northwest of Banaz at a place called Eksik or <;am Su Deresi; nothing 

was visible there at the time of my visit in 1968 except an empty niche 

cut into the surface of a projecting rock near the stream bed. I publish 

here these copies and my transcriptions in the hope that these dedica

tions may thus be identified and their provenience fixed in the case 

that the stones appear in a museum or a private collection. 

AY2ANWNK 

OLNTO~VYne . 

pew· TH PPIAeew 

ZONTIEYXHN 

Avgavwv K-
.. . \ 

OLV'TOV V7T€-
, p' 

p CW'T7}pLac ,,",w-

r " 4 ." OV'TL €VX7Jv 

10 For the historical geography of this district (the northern portion of the territory of 

Akmonia). and for an inscription which I recorded at the village of Kozviran to the north 

of<;:orum. see L. Robert. op.cit. (supra n.3) 175. 

11 Cf the attestations collected by L. Zgusta. Kleinasiatische Personennamen (Prague 1964) 

496-97. 

11 At Ahat Koy I photographed the tombstone of a blacksmith on which are depicted 

his tools: tongs. hammer and anvil. 
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Dedications to Sozon are relatively rare.13 For another v. infra no.19. 

The divinity is represented notably as a radiate rider-god brandishing 

a spear or double axe or an indistinct object in the region of the 

Ormeleis at Tefenni and Karamanh and on a dedication at Antalya.u 

Apollo, however, can bear the epithet Sozon (as in SEG VI 392 from 

Sizma in Lycaonia); in view of nos.4-6 below, it cannot be excluded 

that this is a dedication to Apollo Sozon, for whom cf.JRS 14 (1924) 28. 

4. Four other inscriptions from the same source are dedications to 

Apollo. One of these was dedicated by an entire village: 

KTAHNWVKWM 

H KATETTL Tn u 

NATTOMWNI~ 

AAOiNW 

KTaT/VWV KWJL-
, , \ 

1] K«:T E1rL-rayrJ-

v ' A1r<>,uWVL 

4 'AAc1]v<tJ 

The name of this village was not previously attested; it is natural 

to conclude that the K-ra1]JlOL lived in the region of Akmonia. This is 

also the first attestation of Apollo Alsenos in Phrygia ;15 I shall publish 

elsewhere a metrical dedication to ['A]Ac7]v<tJ 1ra-rpLcpI6 JLE,,(XACP 

Ll d by a CVV{3tWCLC of Akmonia. 

5. In two others Apollo bears no epithet: 

AnEAAACO 

NHCIMOYAnO 

AAWNIEYXHN 

'A1rE,uac '0-
I 'A I V1]CLJLOV 1rO -

3 \ \ , I 

I\/\WVL EV)(11V 

13 On this divinity see O. Weinreich in RE 3A (1927) 1248-56 s.v.=Weinreich, Ausge

wilhIte Schriften II (Amsterdam 1973) 221-32, and the important corrections by L. Robert, 

Hellenica III (1946) 69-71. 

H On the provenience of the laHer see Robert, Hellenica XI-XII (1960) 247-48. Naturally 

this divinity was also worshipped elsewhere: thus KVPLOC £tfJ,wv is invoked on the wall of a 

temple at Soura in Lycia (see the commentary in BullEpigr 1963,253). 

15 For Zeus Alsenos in the region of the Emir Dag see MAMA I (Manchester 1928) nos.435 

and 435a, MAMA VI (Manchester 1939) no.387 and BullEpigr 1968, 526 (I shall publish else

where a dedication to Zeus Alsenos in the territory of Nakoleia). For the epithet applied to 

Apollo see H. Schwabl in RE lOA (1972) 269 S.v. 

IS An inscription at Rome (fG XIV 958; L. Moretti, IG Urbis Romae I [Rome 1968] 135) is 

dedicated to n·ATPInC·CAAHNQ; Kaibel suggested 7ra-rplqJ (8£~) 'AA(C>71v~, and Moretti 

believes that the only god to bear the epithet Alsenos is Apollo (this text is registered s.v. 

'A7TOAAWV 'AAC71vOC on p.480 of his index); the article by L. Tugrul, BullEpigr 1968, 526, 

containing dedications to Zeus Alsenos from the region of the Emir Dag, is cited by MoreHi 

as a collection of inscriptions concerning Apollo. 
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EA~INOCCY 

XHNAnOA 

AWNI 

, EAcxi:voc EV

, 'A 1\ )(I1V 'T1'01\-

3 Awvt 

7. In another the name of the god is not mentioned: 

APTEMIAOPOC 'Ap7"Ept8wpoc 

nAICAVTOV 'T1'CXp' €CXv-rov 

TA~KWNOF TAvKWVOC 

ANEOHKCN 4 avNJTjKEV 
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Clearly these are small votive steles of the type found by the hundred 

at the sanctuary of Zeus Alsenos in the region of the Emir Dag; a 

short excavation at the site indicated supra, before it is entirely 

plundered like the sanctuary of Zeus Alsenos by clandestine diggers, 

would surely yield important results at very slight expense. 

NAKOLEIA OR KOTIAEION 

8. Among the inscriptions from the upland plain of Makas Alan 

between the cities of Kotiaeion (Kiitahya) and Nakoleia (Seyitgazi) in 

the western portion of the highlands ofPhrygia published by C. H. E. 

Haspels17 is a dedication containing two new demo tics which was 

found at the village of Sogiit Yaylasl and is now in the museum at 

Kiitahya: ' AycxBfj Tvxrr • ACKATj'T1't8Tjc MTjvocPwvoc ;'EPEVC Tpov{3oA,cxvoc 

Kcxl EloKWpij-r(CX)' AEl EVPECXVip EVX~V, In the same museum is another 

dedication to Zeus Syreanos by the villagers of EloKWPTj: 

Altar with projecting mouldings at top (occupied by the inscription) 

and bottom, decorated on the shaft by a bust of Zeus with beard and 

wavy hair, holding his right hand across his chest; the bust is delimited 

at both sides and bottom by the folds of his mantle. On the right side 

of the shaft is a roughly carved chalice and on the left side two ox-heads; 

on the back is a wreath. H. 1.02; w. (top) 0.415, (shaft) 0.35, (bottom) 

0.43; tho (top) 0.37, (shaft) 0.33, (bottom) 0.42; letters (between set

ting-lines) 0.025. PLATE 7 figure 3. 

, A ycxBfj T vXYJ . 

IploKwpij-ra, 

Ad. EVPECXVip 
, I 

4 EVXTjv 

Line 2: only the vertical and upper horizontal strokes of epsilon remain. 

17 The Highlands of Phrygia (Princeton 1971) 340 no.109 and pI. 629 (BullEpigr 1972,467). 
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The positions of hand and mantle in the relief depicting Zeus are 

identical with those on the altar published by Haspels; thus both 

relief and inscription render it certain that the two altars once stood 

in the same sanctuary in the area of Sogiit Yaylasl. Haspels states 

(p.194) that Zeus Syreanos "resembles Zeus Sereanos, known on the 

NE side of the Tiirkmen Dag": in fact the dedications referred to 

(MAMA V 175-77) attest the demotic E€p€(Xvoc at Kuyucak18 on the 

other side of this mountain from Sogiit Yaylasl in the territory of 

Nakoleia, but there is no Zeus Sereanos since the epithets of Zeus 

preserved on these inscriptions are Ktesios and Bronton.19 

Unfortunately the problem of how the territory of the uplands 

was apportioned among the various cities of this region is not thor

oughly treated by Haspels,20 who nowhere raises the question: which 

city controlled the plateau of Makas Alan and its sanctuary of Zeus 

Syreanos? On p.164 Haspels observed that "this part of the mountain 

provides a route across the highlands from west to east" and on p.193 

she remarked that" geographically the Makas Alan stood open to the 

west." Villages cited in her discussion of this region as forming part of 

the upland plain of Makas Alan, however, lie both east and west of 

the chain of small summits extending south of the Tiirkmen Dag 

proper. The villages of Sogiit Yaylasl and Makas Alan are both 

situated just to the east of this line of summits. Topography seems to 

indicate that the frontier between Kotiaeion and Nakoleia passed 

(close to these villages) along the chain of the crests, and that the ter

ritory to the east belonged to the latter city; but certainty is not 

attainable since the exact provenience of these dedications is not 

known. 

ApPIA 

9. In the museum at Kiitahya (inv. no.1118) is a stele with projecting 

moulding at top decorated with three stylized palmettes in relief, 

connected by stylized tendrils and leaves, above a triangular pedi

ment in which is a radiate head above the inscription; on the shaft, 

between pilasters decorated by stylized leaves, is the bearded head of 

18 In MAMA V the inscriptions of Kuyucak are simply assigned to a section "Villages 

between Dorylaeum and Nacolea" (ef the discussion op.cit. xxii); I shall republish, to

gether with other dedications from the territory of Nakoleia, Haspels' no.130, which I 

photographed here in 1973. 

11 Cf H. Schwabl in RE lOA (1972) 359 S.V. ZEUS. 

20 Note the complaint of J. Strubbe, Ancient Society 6 (1975) 242 n.52. 
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Zeus with right hand spread across chest above a garland suspended 

from ox-heads at each shoulder of the god. At the bottom of the shaft 

is a projecting moulding with tenon. H. (including tenon) 1.32; w. (top) 

0.52, (shaft) 0.46, (bottom) 0.55; tho ca 0.16; letters 0.014. PLATE 7 

figure 4. 
['E ] , v \' ., ~ 

7Tt TVV xavoc l\aTV7TOC V7T€p T'TJC 

[ KWIL ]1]c cWT'TJptac LI d. ' Avopeft €vriv 

,",V €lCT~A1]V 

The prothetic iota in line 3 (here spelled n by iotacism) is a frequent phenomenon 

(el for example the discussion and references in BullEpigr 1973, 82 p.75). 

The prominently displayed hand may be compared with the X€LP 

fhov on a votive relief of Zeus Thallos now at Beyrouth, attributed by 

J. and L. Robert, who transcribed the inscription and drew attention 

to this feature, to the region of Kotiaeion. 21 This is the first attestation 

both of the sculptor Epitynchanos and of Zeus Andreas, but I have 

found another votive stele carved by Epitynchanos and another dedica

tion which renders it possible to locate the sanctuary of this divinity. 

10. In the course of my repeated visits to each of the villages in the 

district of Altmta~ south of Kiitahya I recorded ca 2 km. north of 

Ak<;a Kay in a fountain called Y eni <;e~me a stele fixed by cement 

above the waterpipe: a triangular pediment is flanked at left by an 

acroterion decorated with a stylized palmette (the acroterion at right 

and, possibly, another at top are broken off); within the pediment is 

depicted in relief an eagle with wings folded standing right. On the 

shaft, between pilasters with capitals decorated by stylized leaves, is 

the bust of Zeus in relief with beard and long hair, the right hand 

emerging from the garment and spread across the chest, above a 

garland suspended from ox-heads at each shoulder of the god. The 

inscription is engraved on the bottom of the pediment and the top of 

the shaft. Visible h. 0.75, w. 0.495, tho 0.13, letters 0.02. PLATE 8 figure 1. 

A7T7T1JC T€tfLwvoc cvv,Bw[c] 

A €, ' Avopeft €vX~ 

The name A1T1T7}C is attested at Kotiaeion; cf Zgusta, op.cit. (supra 
n.ll) 74. For the nominative EVX~ cf most recently BuliEpigr 1973, 

297, with references to further examples and discussions. 

Ak<;a Kay is located in the plain to the west of Altmta~ (formerly 

11 N. Thierry, CahAreh 20 (1970) 74 fig.36, explained in BuliEpigr 1971,659. 
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Kurd Kay), the present administrative center of the district, and north

east of Abia or Abiye Kay (renamed PmarClk), which conserved the 

name of the ancient city Appia, to the territory of which these villages 

belong.22 Both relief and inscription leave no doubt that this stele 

once stood in the same sanctuary as the dedication carved by Epityn

chanos. Inhabitants of Ak\a Kay informed me that the stele in the 

fountain was unearthed at a place called Erikli on the slopes of the 

mountain to the west of the fountain beyond the nearby low hill, and 

that four others were found at the same time, approximately in 1960, 

and sold in Kiitahya; the dedication now in the museum is therefore 

one of the latter group. Here again it has proved possible to locate 

the site of a Phrygian sanctuary at which rescue excavations, if carried 

out promptly before the site is destroyed by clandestine diggers, 

would produce interesting material in quantity and at minimal ex

pense. 

11. In the courtyard of a house of Ak.;a Kay is another votive stele 

likewise said to have been found at Erikli: broken at top, the stele 

preserves an inscription on the shaft between two pilasters with bases 

decorated by mouldings; at the bottom is a tenon. H. (including 

tenon) 1.27; w. (shaft) 0.535, (base) 0.625; tho (shaft) 0.15, (base) 0.19; 

letters (between setting lines) 0.022. PLATE 8 figure 3. 

[- - - ]nf v~?[p €avT]-

.... " \ wv KaL TEKVWV KaL cvv-

R' \ n' \ fJLOV KaL pLaftov KaL 
,Q' ,.... \ 

4 cvvfJ£Ov aVTOV KaL 

MOCCVVEWV .:::lti BEv-

, " 
VLCfJ EVXTJV 

Z \ ~ \ 'E ' TJl\ac KaL 7TLTVJI-

8 xavoc AaTv7ToL 

Line 1: only the lowest portion of the dotted letters is preserved. 

The family relationships indicated may be explained by supposing a 

husband and wife with children, one of whom was married, and 

perhaps an adopted child (OpE7TT6c) named Priam. The family ap

parently had connections with the town of Mossyna,23 which was 

II For two milestones found at Ak~a Koy see Drew-Bear and Eck, op.cit. (supra n.2) 296-

300 nos.6 and 8. 

13 For Mossyna see the bibliography cited by w. Ruge in RE 16 (1933) 376-77 s.v. and in 

RE 20 (1941) 845, S.V. PHRYGIA and cf Schwabl, op.cit. (supra n.19) s.v. Zeus Moccvvt'tk. 
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located north of Hierapolis near the great bend of the Maeander in 

the general region of Dionysoupolis (v. infra no.16). Three dedications 

to Zeus Bennios are already known from the region of Appia. 24 As 

we have seen, Epitynchanos carved also a dedication to Zeus Andreas 

at the same sanctuary: the cult at a single sanctuary of a god with 

several different epithets is attested likewise for Zeus in the region 

of the Emir Dag (v. supra n.15). The 'signature' of this stele connects 

Epitynchanos with the sculptor Zelas, of whose work there have sur

vived three tombstones with reliefs at Kotiaeion.25 

12. A dedication to Zeus Bennios, copied by W. M. Ramsay26 and 

J. R. S. Sterrett "at Kutayah, in the possession of an Armenian stone

cutter who had brought it from Karagatch Euren, near Altyntash," 

has survived and is now in the museum at Kiitahya. Ramsay gave only 

the following description: "on a marble cippus ... above the inscrip

tion there are carved in relief a bunch of grapes, an eagle, and a radiate 

head of the sun-god." The photograph on PLATE 8 figure 2 shows a 

round altar with a smaller cylinder at top above a projecting mould

ing decorated with rows of dentils, eggs and darts, and beads and 

reels. The inscription is carved within a tabula ansata and (the last line) 

on a projecting moulding at the base: above the text is not "a bunch 

of grapes" but rather a garland composed of leaves and two sizes of 

round fruit (perhaps apples and grapes) around which winds a band; 

the garland supports an eagle with wings folded standing right and 

is suspended from ox-heads surmounted by fillets which bind the 

garland visible on the photograph to similar garlands at each side and 

which descend to left and right of the inscription. Only the right half 

of the garland at left (with grapes and a vine-leaf in center) is pre

served, for the altar is broken at back; at right are the remains of a 

similar garland, above which is a radiate head. H. 1.15, diam. not 

ascertainable, letters 0.02. PLATE 8 figure 2. 

U Attestations and bibliography are cited by Schwabl, op.cit. (supra n.19) 288: in this 

region dedications were recorded at Kiitahya (v. infra), Yahmz Saray and Alt1nta~ village. 

is E. Loewy, Inschriften gr. Bildhauer (Leipzig 1885) nos.386-87, the first republished with a 

photograph by W. H. Buckler, W. M. Calder and C. W. M. Cox injRS H (1925) 156ff no.I44, 

and Loewy no.389, republished op.cit. 173-74 no.167. In RE Suppl. 14 (1974) is an entry S.v. 

ZELAS by W. H. Gross. 

26 jHS 5 (1884) 259-60 no. 11 ; the text is reproduced in A. B. Cook, Zeus II.2 (Cambridge 

1925) 883. 
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.dLi • B£VJIlcp 
.A , f' 

"uLOY£VTJC V7T£p 

A' , 
"u LOY£VOVC 1Ta'Tr1rOV 

4 Kai ID. Xpvclov 
, \-

/La/Lp:rlC KaL 'TWV 
, 

Ka'TOLKOVV'TWV 

• • T' 0 ' £v .1CKO/LT/ Ka L~pW-

8 c£v 

Line 7: ligature eta kappa; at the end of the line epsilon rho are now damaged. 

Line 9: epsilon and sigma are round here but square in the rest of the text, and 

omega is 'uncial' here but round elsewhere-Apollonios adopted for his 'signature' 

a style different from that of the dedication itself. 

Ramsay wrote that this inscription is in fact an epitaph "placed by 

Diogenes on the grave of his grandparents ... the grave is a shrine 

of Zeus."27 On the contrary the language of the text itself leaves no 

doubt that this is simply a dedication on behalf of Diogenes and his wife 

Claudia Chrysion and also on behalf of the inhabitants of Iskome, the 

latter being as much alive as the former. The eagle with folded wings 

standing right, the garland suspended from two ox-heads and the 

radiate bust all recall similar features of the two dedications to Zeus 

Andreas. On the meaning of the epithet Bennios much fantasy has 

been expended by Ramsay and others, but new documents will 

render it possible to advance the question.28 

The village of Karaga~ Oren, from which this stone was said by 

Ramsay's Armenian to have been taken to Kiitahya, is located north

east of Appia and of Altmta~ across the Tembris River (Porsuk Su). 

Certain scholars29 drew the conclusion that Iskome must have been 

located at Karaga~ Oren, but even if the provenience given to Ramsay 

was exact, this conclusion does not necessarily follow, for this altar 

17 This is repeated by Cook, loc.cit. (supra n.26); J. Fraser in Studies in the History and Art 

of the Eastern Roman Provinces (Aberdeen 1906) 144, refers to this text as "an epitaph." 

18 Cf BullEpigr 1970,305 with the parallels there cited, mentioning the verb {J£wapx'w in 

an unpublished inscription ofPhrygia (in the museum at Afyonkarahisar is a dedication by 

a (J£wap](Y1c); among the numerous dedications to Zeus Bronton from the region ofNakoleia, 

which I shall publish elsewhere, is one which states that two dedicants ECT£.fx!vwcav TO 

{J'vvoe A,oe BpoVTwVToe. 

It Thus J. G. C. Anderson, in op.cit. (supra n.27) 188, and W. Ruge in RE 9 (1916) 2133 

S.V. ISlwME; but in RE 20 (1941) S.V. PHRYGIA Ruge assigned to Iskome the figure 4, indicating 

that localization was "noch gar nicht gelungen." 
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could well have been dedicated to Zeus at a sanctuary (such as the 

one at Erikli) at some distance from the village on behalf of which 

the dedication was made (cf the case of Mossyna, which appears on 

one of ::he dedications to Zeus Andreas). On a semi-metrical epitaph 

copied by Ramsay at Ak\a Kay there appears the demotic' Ie KOJ1,atVoi. 30 

In fact it is possible to conclude only that Iskome, like the village of 

Apollonios the stone-carver,31 was located in the region of Appia. 

AMORION 

13. In the museum at Afyonkarahisar is the headless statue of a naked 

male figure, the god Asklepios, holding a patera above a coiled serpent 

and standing on an inscribed base. H. 0.82, w. 0.37, tho 0.17, letters 

0.02. Photograph of the inscription: PLATE 9 figure l. 

Avp. Ovavatoc Mavov 
t' , \ , 

€1TOL"1C€ 'TOV vaov cvv 

'TO I:c ayaAfLacL 

In 1911 W. M. Calder copied another dedication to Asklepios at 

Afyonkarahisar.32 That in the museum was said to come from the 

area of the villages Demircili, Karacalar and Tiirkmen Kay, which are 

located ESE of the town of Emirdag and hence in the territory of 

Amorion. L. Robert33 remarked that the name Mav7Jc H convient tres 

bien a la region de l'Emirdag." Also interesting is the name of this 

man who dedicated the statuette after A.D. 212 in a shrine of his own 

construction. Attestations of the names Ovava~oc, Ovava~wv and 

Ovava~Lwv were collected by L. Zgusta, op.cit. (supra n.ll) p.390, and 

assigned to the regions "Phrygia" and "Eastern Phrygia-Pisidia," in 

fact a rather vast territory.34 But precise examination of the pro

veniences will produce a different picture. 

30 Published by J. Fraser, loc.cit. (supra n.27), who connected this demotic with the village 

named on the dedication to Zeus Bennios: KAavCf: 311L£ K£ rIIAwpoc 'TT£v8£poc Kf A/L/Ltac 'TT£v8£pa 

• [cKo/Latvol. 

31 The conjecture of J. Zingerle concerning this demotic, registered in SEG VI 149, does 

not merit discussion. 

31 JRS 2 (1912) 258 no.17, of unknown provenience: Il&:rpwv 'ACK<A>'f/1Tto/ 8£0/ £VX.qv. This 

dedication, now in the Istanbul museum, was republished by L. Robert, Hellenica X (1955) 

94-95 and pl.xi.1. 

33 Noms indigenes dans /' Asie-Mineure greco-romaine I (Paris 1963) 123; cf also the discussion 

and the attestations collected by Zgusta, op.cit. (supra n.11) 287-90. 

34 Such vague indications of provenience constitute the major defect in Zgusta's indis

pensable work: cf for instance BullEpigr 1968, 164, and 1969,567. 
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The first text cited by Zgusta is an epitaph erected by Ovavagoc and 

TanK for their daughter AfLlua, first published by J. G. C. Anderson,35 

who had found it in the village Gozoren (Kozviran, southeast of 

Amorion), which he identified, on the basis of other inscriptions, as 

the site of the ancient village of the EEA/LETJvoi in the territory of 

Amorion.36 Zgusta's second text is a metrical epitaph likewise pub

lished by Anderson which concludes with the 'signature' Ovavagoc 

Kat Ma.PKOC 'TE[x]vEt'Ta" found at the village HKurdushan" to the north 

of the EEAfLETJvoi in the territory of Amorion.37 For Ovavagwv Zgusta 

cites another epitaph erected by a man of that name to his parents 

Avp. MEVEKpa'TTJc and KvpiAATJ LI toVVcLOV, copied first by Anderson south

east of the village of the EEA/LETJvoi at Turgut, a site identified by 

Anderson as Miskamos and by Calder as Klaneos,38 and as second 

attestation an epitaph mentioning [O]vavagwv brother of Kv[Pi]wv 

and son of Avp. Kvpiwv rEpfLoSJPov and LI,Sti, MafL/L[a?] at the 

village of Upper AglZ A~lk between Amorion and the EEA/LETJvoi next 

to Kurdu~ak.39 Finally Ovava6wv occurs on an epitaph found at the 

village of Piribeyli, which is adjacent to Upper AglZ AC;lk.40 It is thus 

apparent that all of the documents cited here were found in the region 

of Amorion. 

Only two of the inscriptions cited by Zgusta (under the rubric 

"Eastern Phrygia-Pisidia") attest this name elsewhere: one of these 

was copied at Ak~ehir by W. J. Hamilton41 and the other found by 

D. M. Robinson42 at Hayret (Ayntepe) Koy west of Kozviran and 

northeast of Ak~ehir, the site of Philomelion, which bordered upon 

1I6 "Exploration in Galatia cis Halym," JHS 19 (1899) 300 no.223; MAMA VII (Manchester 

1956) 251. 

38 For the E~>'Il:rlvol or E~>.p.£Ttvol cf W. M. Calder, MAMA VII xx, and for their attribution 

to Amorion cf Anderson, op. cit. (supra n.35) 298. 

31 Op.cit. (supra n.35) 304 no.239. For the location of this village see the map on pl.iv 

annexed to the article of Anderson, vastly superior to the sketch in MAMA VII xlv, where 

Kurdu~ak may be found immediately to the east of Piribeyli, which was identified by 

Ramsay as the site of Pissia (cf MAMA VII xx-xxi). 

38 Anderson, op.cit. (supra n.35) 293-94 no.207; Calder, MAMA VII xx and no.2l3. 

31 MAMA VII no.257. 

40 MAMA VII no.278 (for Piribeyli v. supra n.37). 

II Researches in Asia Minor II (London 1842) no.377 (CIG 3983): OlJava,oc .:::Iap.ac TtKVtp 

aw[ptp] .:::Iap.aS, p.vrjp."7c Xap'v Ka£ £alJTcp 'wv' AH,ac Ka£ Ap.fUac 1TaTpl OlJava~tp p.vrjp.TtC Xap'v' 

Boeckh corrected .:::Iap.a[>.]" but there is no reason not to accept Hamilton's copy, which 

attests a son homonymous with his father. 

n TAPA 57 (1926) 218 no.38 and p1.22, an epitaph erected by Aup. OlJava~oc for his son 

MapKoc. 
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Amorion to the south.4s All the presently known attestations of this 

group of names are thus concentrated in quite a small area between 

Amorion and Philomelion; this will be a more useful geographical 

precision than Zgusta's indications "Phrygia" and "Phrygia-Pisidia." 

METROPOLIS 

14. The dedications found at the sanctuary of Agdistis near the 

'Midas Monument' at Yazlh Kaya in the eastern part of the highlands 

of Phrygia have been published in full by C. H. E. Haspels;44 among 

the votive monuments from this site now at the museum of Afyon

karahisar she omitted however an altar, of tuff stone like the others 

from this sanctuary, with projecting mouldings at top (decorated with 

acroteria in relief) and bottom except at the back, which was left 

rough: on the shaft is at front a serpent in relief, at right a two

handled amphora, and at left a defaced object. On the left side the 

sloping surface which joins the top projecting moulding to the shaft 

bears a roughly carved inscription, so worn as to be nearly illegible. 

H. 1.52; w. (top) 0.515, (shaft) 0.40, (bottom) 0.57; tho (top) 0.525, 

(shaft) 0.45, (bottom) 0.56; letters 0.05. PLATE 9 figure 2 (front) and 

figure 3 (right). 

, , 
€VX7JV 

L. Robert has pointed out that the shrine at YazdI Kaya was the chief 

sanctuary of the northern Metropolis of Phrygia (in the valley of 

Kiimbet), a small city which was not a 'metropolis' but rather derived 

its name from that of the Mother of the Gods.45 For the serpent'6 on 

this altar cf the stylized snakes (both fully coiled, whereas ours is 

extended) on Haspels' nos. 6 (p1.607) and 9 (p1.608), and for the am

phora cf the vessels on Haspels' nos. 1 and 2 (p1.605), 6, 8 (p1.608), 12 

n Philomelion was located at Ak~ehir by F. V. J. Arundell, Discoveries in Asia Minor I 

(London 1834) 279-82; the first inscription to bear the name of the city was discovered by 

me in 1971 (BullEpigr 1972, 456). I shall publish elsewhere the inscriptions in the museum 

at Ak~ehir, together with others from that region (notably a bilingual text of Dindia MJ., 

wife of L. Timinius LJ.). 

u Op.cit. (supra n.17) 295-302 nos.I-17 (cf 188 n.122). 

45 Cf notably BullEpigr 1972, 463. I have visited the site and the region of the other, 

southern, Metropolis of Phrygia at Tatarh and shall publish elsewhere a series of new 

texts, notably a letter mentioning the proconsul Stertinius Quartus. 

4& On the religiOUS (especially chthonic) connotations of the serpent see E. Kuster, Die 

Schlange in der gr. Kunst und Religion (Religionsgeschichtliche Versuche und Vorarbeiten 13, 

Giessen 1913) 85-120. 
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(pI. 610); for the spelling of the goddess' name cf the variations 

listed by Haspels on p.200. 

EUMENEIA 

15. In the small museum of antiquities created at a school in the town 

of <;ivril by my friend B. Galip Yavuz47 is the lower portion of a votive 

stele with tenon at bottom, from the village of Ko\ak northeast of 

<;ivril in the plain west of the site of Eumeneia at I~lkh. The inscrip

tion is engraved on either side of and below a double-axe in relief. H. 

0.21, w. 0.185, tho 0.09, letters 0.015. PLATE 9 figure 4. 

['A 7T6AAW ]

[v, flpo]-

[ TTV ]'\~l't' 

4 [' E7T ]'rVv-

[X]avoc KO'\~

~6JLEVOC 

7 [a]V€81]KEV 

Lines 3, 5: the horizontal bar of alpha is not now visible. 

The essential commentary on Apollo Propylaios at Eumeneia is to be 

found in a discussion by J. and L. Robert48 of the inscriptions dis

covered in an excavation of Byzantine remains at Istanbul. A text 

found between the churches of St Irene and St Sophia reads: r&;:oc 

EKVJLVOV 'A7T6AAWVL flpo7Tv'\al't' EVX~V, for which the Roberts com

pared a dedication copied in 1887 by Ramsay49 precisely at the village 

of Ko\ak, from which our stone was brought to <;ivril: llpLJLL)'€V1]C 

, A7T6'\'\WVL llP07TV'\al't' EVriV; another dedication found by A. J. B. 

Wace50 a t I~lkh in 1903: 'A 7T6AAWVL fl p07Tv'\alc.p 'A X L'\Elk EV~&JLEVOC 

aV€87JKEV; and another copied at Emircik (SE of Ko\ak and SW OfI~lkh) 

by Calder51 in 1924: ['A'\€~]av8poc [Ew]CLmlTPOV [8E]cp 'A7T6'\['\]WVL 

II p07TV'\€c.p EVriV' Evxap [LC }TW COL on 7'1j [c] 7T'\E <V )pa.c a7TOV [6V] JLE 

ET~P7JC~[ c ?]. All of these dedications, like ours, bear in relief a double-

&7 It is a pleasure to thank here Mr Yavuz. who invited me to publish the texts which he 

had collected and in whose company I visited the region of<;:ivril and I~lkh (cf. Drew-Bear 

and Eck. op.cit. [supra n.2] 309-12 no.15, a Latin epitaph of the fourth century from I§lkh. 

and 294-96 no.5, a Latin milestone of the road from Apameia to Eumeneia). 

u BullEpigr 1953, 129, where it is stated that "L. Robert revient ailleurs sur ce culte"; 

cf. also BullEpigr 1964, 277. 

II Op.cit. (supra n.8) 1.374 no.195, with aberrant commentary. 

50 Published (together with the other texts copied by Wace) by M. N. Tod, BSA 11 

(1904/5) 28-29 no.I. 

51 JRS 16 (1926) 66 no.187 and pI. I I ; cf. W. M. Calder, Bull.John Rylands Library 13 (1929) 

257 (SEG VI 213). 
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axe, the symbol of Apollo Propylaios (and naturally of other divinities 

as well).52 The stone discovered at Istanbul was thus carried from the 

region of Eumeneia, for Apollo Propylaios was clearly a god of this 

city. 53 Our dedication is the first known to have been offered to this 

divinity because he chastised54 one of his worshippers; as such it 

enters the series of confession inscriptions, of which the dedication to 

Hosios and Dikaios (infra no.17) provides another example. 

DIONYSOUPOLIS? 

16. In the course of my detailed survey of the district of \=al south

west of Eumeneia in the region of the upper Maeander I recorded in 

Bekilli55 a small stele said to have been brought from the village of 

U\,kuyu and precisely from a place called \=agllarasl It km. west of 

that village. The shaft (broken at its top right corner) bears an inscrip

tion below an ox-head in relief, surrounded by a border on each side 

which is repeated also at right, left and back of the stele. H. 0.28, 

w. 0.122, tho 0.125, letters 0.06. PLATE 9 figure 5. 

MaV7Jc 

• A1TO,\,\W

vtov L1,~ 

4 Tpwccov 

ava8€-
p.a 

For the name MaVYJc V. supra n.33. There exist from this region other 

51 For the double-axe borne by rider gods in Phrygia and Lydia see the lists of attestations 

cited by L. Robert, Hellenica III (1946) 61. This is the weapon of Apollo Tarsios in Lydia: 

Robert, Nouvelles inscriptions de Sardes I (Paris 1 %4) 33 n.7; and of Apollo Lykios at Perinthos: 

BullEpigr 1972,286; for attestations in Caria, see Robert, Collection Froehner (Paris 1936) 71 

n.5; etc. Cf MAMA IV xv and nos.273, 286. 

53 One of his priests, a Roman citizen, is mentioned in an inscription copied by Ramsay 

in 1887 at I~lklt: op.cit. (supra n.8) 1.374 no.l% (IGRR IV 742). 

51 On the verb KO'\&'W in this connexion see L. Robert, Nouvelles inscriptions de Sardes I 

(Paris 1964) 24-27: the normal formulation is Ko'\ac8£{c, and in none of the examples cited 

does the verb appear as a present participle, of which our text thus furnishes the first 

attestation. 

~5 I[ is a pleasure [0 thank Ibrahim Ko\berber, Director of the Orta Okul at Bekilli, for 

showing me the present text and two blocks inscribed on three sides with manumission 

inscriptions from the temple of Apollo Larbenos, which I shall publish elsewhere and 

which confirm the results reached by L. Robert concerning the topography of this district 

(v. infra). I also recorded two honorific inscriptions erected by the Hyrgaleis and redis

covered the text IGRR IV 769, there attributed to "Lounda"; cfJRS 65 (1975) 82. 
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dedications to this divinity, one now at Vienna56 (below a relief 

depicting an ox): ..1L~ Tpocov llpifLOC MapKov £vx~v; one first copied by 

Ramsay57 in 1888 at the village of Bahadmlar (below a relief depicting 

the divinity on horseback and holding a patera): 'HpaKALc)'YJc llai-«PtAov 

..1td Tpwcov £[v]~afL£voc av'07JKa; and another found in 1930 at the 

neighboring village of Kuyucak58 (below a relief depicting two legs, 

which explains the first participle: the dedication was made as the 

result of a cure): M£AtTtV7J M7Jvoy'vovc ..1 t~ Tl!Atccov &vaS£~afL'v7J 

£v~afL'v7J &v'~7J[ Ka J (perhaps a misreading for Tpwccov; the published 

photograph of a squeeze does not permit verification). The historical 

geography of this area has been elucidated by L. Robert :59 Bekilli 

and U\kuyu are in the territory of Dionysoupolis on the right bank of 

the Maeander, whereas the villages of Bahadmlar and Kuyucak are 

situated south of the temple of Apollo Larbenos on the opposite bank 

of the river within the territory of Motella or of Hierapolis. Small 

votive offerings of this type travel easily, but we know at least the 

general area in which must have stood the sanctuary of Z£vc Tpwccov. 

For a dedication to this divinity in Lydia see BullEpigr 1970, 511. 

UNCERTAIN PROVENIENCE 

17. In the museum at Afyonkarahisar is an altar (inv. no.S25) broken 

at bottom and worn at upper left corner, with a projectingmoulding 

at top decorated by acroteria in relief. An inscription begins on the top 

moulding and continues on the shaft above two figures on a low 

pedestal, each with long hair and tunic extending to below the knees. 

The figure on the left holds a pair of scales and that on the right a 

measuring rod; each holds one arm across the chest with fingers 

spread. H. 0.69; w. (top) 0.325, (shaft) 0.28; tho (top) 0.29, (shaft) 0.24; 

letters 0.028. PLATE 10 figure 1. 

[T£AJECc/)oPOC Ka~ 'E[PfL]

oy'V7Jc £TaAAa-
, , 

7JVOt 7TapopK7J-

• '0 4 Ct:X.VT£C aVE 7J-

Kav 

;;6 BullEpigr 1951, 211 (important commentary). 

57 The bibliography is given by L. Robert, Hellenica VII (Paris 1949) 57 n.1 (the epithet 

had been read rpwcov: cf n.56). 

58 MAMA IV 266. 

51 Villes d'Asie Mineure l (Paris 1962) ch. vii: HDionysopolis de Phrygie et les Larbenoi," 

and, in the second edition, 356fT. For the places mentioned here see the map op.cit. pI. xvi. 
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Epsilon and sigma, square elsewhere, are lunate in the middle of line 4: apparently 

the mason cut the bottom portion of the vertical stroke of a square epsilon (still 

visible) and then abandoned it upon realizing that if continued the stroke would 

meet the horizontal bar of tau. 

The provenience indicated by the museum inventory is the cemetery 

of Afyonkarahisar, i.e. not the modern cemetery on the outskirts of 

the city to the east but the old cemetery (now destroyed),60 which 

was a fruitful source of ancient material reused as headstones.61 

Ancient inscriptions found at Afyonkarahisar were normally carried 

there from elsewhere, since the site first acquired importance when 

the fortress, which together with the local crop gave the city its name 

'Black Castle of Opium', was constructed in Byzantine times atop 

one of the trachyte cliffs that overlook the Turkish city. Thus the 

original provenience of this altar, and hence the location of the village 

of the 1]'TaAAa:1JVoL, remain uncertain.62 

The inscription does not name the divinity to whom Telesphoros 

and Hermogenes dedicated this altar; however the reliefs permit a 

secure identification, for the two figures with balance and cubit rule 

can only be Hosios and Dikaios (or Hosion and Dikaion).63 Two figures 

with the same attributes on a votive stele from Dorylaion were 

identified by L. Robert64 as "OeLaIl Kat L1 LKaLaV; Robert compared an 

80 This cemetery is depicted as it appeared in 1826 by Leon de Laborde, Voyage de /' Asie 

Mineure (Paris 1828) pI. xxiv 52 opposite p.64. For the Armenian cemetery at Afyonkara

hisar and its ancient marbles see also Henry J. Van Lennep, Travels in Little-known Parts of 

Asia Minor, with Illustrations of Biblical Literature and Researches in Archaeology II (London 

1870) 235-36. 

81 Cf the lemma of CIG 3879, an epitaph copied at Afyonkarahisar extra urbem in coeme

terio, ubi multi lapides sepulcrales marmoris candidi; also op.cit. 3882c, etc. For an inscription 

ofDokimeion copied in a cemetery at Afyonkarahisar see L. Robert, Opera Minora Sdecta II 

(Amsterdam 1969) 1167. For ancient tombstones reused in the Armenian cemetery at 

Kiitahya see Buckler, Calder and Cox, op.cit. (supra n.25) 156, 159-60, 162, 164. 

U Such cases are frequent: cf Robert, op.cit. (supra n.59) 360. Compare for the ending 

the demoticsrav'a17vOC. AavKaTJvoc. IIa7raTJvoc. TaTaTJvoc attested on the lists ofthe Xenoi Tek

moreioi in the territory of Antioch "in Pisidia" (I have revised these lists against the originals 

in the village of Saglr and the museum of Y al va~ and have prepared a corpus of the docu

ments related to these Tekmoreioi; also I have located the KapJL17VOI in the plain of Oinagan 

in the region of Synnada and the AavK!X1'Jvo{ in the region of Dumluplllar, v. supra n.IO). 

83 In the museum at Afyonkarahisar is now also an uninscribed votive relief depicting a 

standing radiate male figure, photographed by W. M. Calder at the village of Ba~ara 

between the "Midas City" and Amorion and identified by that scholar as the 8£oc OCWC 

Kat 8lKa,oc, MAMA I no.398. 

84 RevPhi11939, 205-06 with pI. i=Opera Minora Sdecta II 1358-59 with p1.27. 
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altar at Dorylaion65 dedicated to 'Oelcp .dLKalcp and another altar from 

the region between inonii (west of Dorylaion) and Kotiaeion66 

dedicated to B£otc 'OelOLC Kat .dLKaloLc, both of which possess reliefs 

representing, among other deities, a female divinity with a pair of 

scales and (on the second altar) a measuring-rod.67 On Hosios and 

Dikaios in general Robert has prepared a monograph.68 

This inscription records a public confession of perjury on the part of 

the two dedicants, and as such it constitutes the first known confes

sion inscription69 dedicated to Hosios and Dikaios. One group of con

fession inscriptions has been discovered in Phrygia, centered upon the 

worship of Apollo Larbenos at his sanctuary on a height above the 

Maeander near Motella (v. supra n.5S). Some of these enter into more 

detail than our text concerning acts of perjury, notably a document70 

in which we read: 6jLO'\oyw [7T£pt] 'TW [v] 7T£PLC'T£pWV £7TLWpKTJKI.vaL jL£ 

Kat 7Tapa{3£[{3Jiix()aL Kat 7TLK£X£LPTJKI.vaL [£7Tt] 'TO xwplov. Apparently 

the culprit raided the temple precinct and seized some of the pigeons 

which lived there; when questioned about the deed (naturally done 

in secret, for otherwise it would have been prevented) he perjured 

himself in denying his responsibility. Another text71 confesses that 

h d d· • I \ " • ~\() • \ I Q I tee lCant £7TLOpKTJcac KaL avayvoc LCTJI\ a LC 'TO cvvfJWjLov: apparent y 

he became impure by violation of his oath, which here again may have 

been connected with a religious matter.72 Another group of confession 

15 MAMA V no.II; other dedications to this divinity are listed op.cit. 193, and I shall 

publish a new series from Nakoleia . 

.. G. Mendel, Catalogue des sculptures, Constantinople III (Constantinople 1914) no.846. 

&7 For the representation on our stele ef. Hellenica X (19'55) 95-96, where Robert identifies 

this divinity on an uninscribed votive stele in the museum at Istanbul described by its 

editor as portraying "deux personnages debout de face, qui se tiennent par la main; les 

longs cheveux tombent sur les epaules; I'un porte une balance, I'autre un long baton." 

18 Cf. Helleniea III (1946) 59 n.2 (on the bibliography); Hellenica X (1955) 106-{)7 (with the 

texts there cited); Opera Minora Seleeta I 420; Helleniea XI-XII (1960) 438 (on the religious 

milieu); Villes d'Asie Mineures (1962) 387 n.2; Nouvelles inscriptions de Sardes (1964) 35. For 

three dedications to Hosios and to Hosios and Dikaios from the highlands of Phrygia see 

BullEpigr 1972, 468, and for three dedications to Hosios and Dikaios from the region of Kula 

in Lydia see P. Herrmann and K. Z. Polatkan, SBWien 265.1 (1969) 49-53 with the commen

tary. This divinity, whose culr is attested most abundantly in Phrygia, was worshipped as 

far away as Anchialos: see BullEpigr 1972, 296 . 

.. On the nature of such confessions see Robert, op.cit. (supra n.54) 23-24. 

70 MAMA IV 279, discussed at great length by A. Cameron in HThR 32 (1939) 155-78; 

on the pigeons cf. Robert,jSav 1971,95, for discussion and parallels. 

71 Ramsay, op.cit. (supra n.8) I 149 no.41 ; F. Stein leitner, Die Beicht im Zusammenhang mit der 

sakralen Reehtspjlege in der Antike (Leipzig 1913) no.29: ef the commentary of Steinleitner 

pp.89-90, and R. Pettazzoni, La Confessione dei Peccati Parte Seconda, III (Bologna 1936) 60-61. 

71 A third confession (MAMA IV no.280: ef. Pettazzoni, op.ot. [supra n.71] 137 n.52) 
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inscriptions comes from the region of Kula in Lydia, among which is a 

case of perjury concerning unjust retention of certain 7Tp6f1aTa73 and 

an even more detailed confession of perjury with regard to the theft 

of three pigs,74 both of which were punished with the death of indi

viduals by action of the offended divinities. Such severe punishment 

was clearly directed not against the actual offences, themselves rela

tively minor, but rather against the perjury in the name of the divini

ties which followed. 75 The altar of Telesphoros and Hermogenes thus 

forms part of a series of confessions of perjury, and the consequences 

recounted on the texts from Lydia-the documents from ph rygia , 

however, do not mention such drastic requitals-permit us to imagine 

their motives in making the dedication. 

This is the first epigraphical attestation of the verb 7TapopKEw, which 

is far rarer than the compound of similar meaning €7TLOPKEW.76 

Compare an inscription found by Th. Wiegand77 at Emet northwest 

of Aezani and published as follows: 

'APTE/uowpa c· 
EI\EYAllHNIH 

• , I ( '?) [> '] V7TEP 7TapopKLac 7TapOLKLac. aVEC-

4 'T7}CEV 

The inscription at Afyonkarahisar confirms Wiegand's reading 

7TapopKLac against his suggested correction (for which parallels were 

states that Helios Apollo Larbenos EKOAanm) /Lf Kal Sux OPKOV Kal cvv{ST}ctV Kal Sui /LOAV/LOV. 

Other texts from this area mention oaths in contexts which are yet more obscure. 

73 L. Robert gives the bibliography in Hellenica X (1955) 36. 

74 Most recently in E. N. Lane, Corpus MonumentoTllm Religionis Dei Menis I (Leiden 1971) 

27 no.43 with the previous bibliography. 

75 Cf Pettazzoni, op.cit. (supra n.71) 72-73. Another case of death resulting from a false 

oath, this time concerning repayment of a debt, is described on a stele from the same 

region, Lane, op.cit. (supra n.74) 33-34 no.51; other documents present cases in which the 

existence of perjury is doubtful (but the text which Lane in Berytus 15 [1964] 15 no.5 con

sidered as evidence for divine punishment of perjury, no.58 of his Corpus, is rather a case 

of drunken abuse). 

78 LSJ cites for the former two references (Appian and Philostratos), both derived from 

the Thesaurus, which registers also three passages in Christian authors; the normal opposi

tion in all periods was £UOPK£W: E"TTLOPK£W (only the forms in ETTL- survive in modern Greek). 

An interesting illustration is furnished by the life of St John Chrysostom written by his 

contemporary Palladius, Palladii Dialogus de Vita S.Johannis Chrysostomi ed. P. R. Coleman

Norton (Cambridge 1928) 64 line 6, a7ToO'7icKH ftC "TO: EuaY-Y£ALa 7TapopK-r]cac: for here the Vita 

S. Chrysostomi by Georgius Alexandrinus, largely plagiarized from the work of Palladius 

(cf Coleman-Norton, pp. xii-xiii and n.14), has o&roc E</>aVT} E7TLOpK-rjcaC. 

77 AthMitt 29 (1904) 331. The reading 7TapopK{ac was defended by K. Latte, Heiliges Recht 

(1920, repro Aalen 1964) 82-83. 
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not cited and would be difficult to adduce). It is interesting to observe 

that despite Wiegand's publication of 1904 the word 'TTapopKta is 

missing from LSj and still from its Supplement (1968), although it 

had been already registered by the Thesaurus and the Lexicon of Sopho

cles from Basil of Caesarea and Gregory of Nazianzus :78 for these 

authors were excluded on principle from LSj. The consequences of 

such procedure are here evident once again;79 this word constitutes 

another example of a term, known in literature only from patristic 

sources, of which epigraphical documents prove the existence already 

under the pagan Empire. 

18. In the museum at Afyonkarahisar is a votive relief broken at top 

depicting a goddess with head framed by veil reaching to shoulders 

seated on a sort of bench of which are visible the legs to left and right, 

all between two pilasters surmounted by capitals (the upper part of 

the stele has the form of a niche corresponding to the head of the god

dess). The divinity wears a long mantle reaching to her feet and ap

parently clasps her hands at front. Below the relief is an inscription, 

in part difficult to decipher because of the flaking of the surface. 

H. 00405, w. 0.28, tho 0.14, letters 0.015. PLATE 10 figure 2. 

[6 o£iva Kat ~] 

'YVvYJ M.a.La KV

pt~ L1~Jl:rrTp' 

The text must have begun on the portion of the stele now broken 

away above the relief. According to the museum inventory this stele 

was bought in 1963 from a dealer in antiquities, and so there is no 

assurance even that it was found in Phrygia and not in one of the 

neighboring regions of Asia Minor. The epithet KVPLOC could be borne 

under the Empire by nearly any divinity. 

19. In the same museum is an altar (inv. no.4191) said to have been 

bought from this dealer in antiquities at the same time; it has pro

jecting mouldings at top and bottom, with two acroteria flanking a 

78 The same two references reappear in G. W. H. Lampe's Patristic Greek Lexicon (Oxford 

1961). In Greg.Naz. Ep.163 (Migne, PG 3 272A), aliTo yap TO ~'K&cac8a, TTapoPK{ac, the app.ait. 

shows a variant ;TTLopK{ac. 

7. Cf the remarks of L. Robert notably in Hellenica XIII (1965) 178. For two hundred 

addenda, corrigenda and delenda to LSj and its Supplement see Th. Drew-Bear, Glotta 50 

(1972) 61-96 and 182-228; I have prepar~d further lists with several hundred more cor

rections. 
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cylindrical upper portion (broken at center and right). On the shaft 

at front is the bust on a pedestal of a radiate god whose shoulders are 

covered by a mantle held by a circular clasp at the center of his chest. 

An inscription begins on the top moulding, continues on the shaft at 

either side of the relief, and finishes on the bottom moulding. On the 

right side of the shaft is an uncertain object in relief, and on the left 

side a male bust in a tunic of which the surface resembles fish scales. 

H. 0.47, w. 0.235, tho 0.22, letters 0.02. PLATE 10 figure 3. 

[------] 

etC ~VX( ~)v 

~w ,-
4 ov Tt 

[a]v /()T)-

If€V 

Line 2: the horizontal bar of eta was not cut. Line 6: only the bottom right stroke 

of kappa is preserved. 

The first portion of the name of the dedicant was inscribed at top 

between the acroteria. Names terminating in -etC are not characteri

stic of Phrygia. On the god Sozon V. supra no.3: as stated there, he is 

usually represented on horseback, but another altar depicting only 

the bust of the god is known from the region of Burdur.80 The 

formula €VX~v ... aV/()T)K€ appears also in the dedication from 

Karamanh (supra n.B; cf infrano.20): OCCXHC 'ATTaAov i(€)pacaf-L€v[oc 

~]w'OVTt E7TT)KOCf:J dx~v aV/()T)K~V. Perhaps the present dedication was 

found in this area or elsewhere in the province of Burdur. 

20. In the same museum is another altar (inv. no.4) of unknown pro

venience, with projecting moulding at top decorated by two acroteria 

flanking a cylindrical upper portion (surface at right broken away). On 

the shaft at front is a female bust, surrounded by an inscription, with 

head framed by veil reaching to shoulders and a mantle encircled by 

a cord tied at center below the breasts, above a projecting moulding 

at bottom with a rectangular recess. On the right side of the shaft is a 

80 H. Metzger, Catalogue des monuments votifs du musee d'Adalia (Paris 1952) 29-30 no.14 

and pIA; G. E. Bean, (Turk Tarih Kurumu) Bel/eten 22 (1958) 70 nO.87 (on this altar the god 

is not radiate: cf Metzger, pp.33-34). For another inscribed relief "from near Burdur" 

brought to Afyonkarahisar, see MAMA VI no.384; a relief depicting a goddess between the 

Dioskouroi from the region of Tefenni (MAMA VI 409) is now in the museum at Afyon. For 

another dedication to Sozon in Pisidia see G. E. Bean, AnatSt 9 (1959 106 no.70. 
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sheaf of wheat and on the left side a tree. H. 0.515, w. 0.215, tho 0.225. 

PLATE 10 figure 4. 

"A'T7'a- 8£w . 
Aoc 8 'A7T6-

Nl.wwoc Tov- Awv£ 

4 ( a)v-roc 
, , 

£v')(YJ-
, 

[v] ';VI.8'Y]K£ ~7T'YJ-
I 

KOlf' 

Line 4: the horizontal bar of alpha was not cut. Line 5: only the upper portion of 

epsilon is preserved. Line 8: alpha cut over pi. Line 11: only the top of alpha is 

preserved. 

The first name begins at the top between the acroteria, and it seems 

that nothing was ever inscribed on the acroterion at right. The epithet 

Em]KOOC is attested for numerous divinities.81 For the genitive TovaV'Toc, 

apparently encountered here for the first time, cf the genitive 

TOV£VTOC at Hamaxia in Rough Cilicia82 of the name Tov'Y]c, abundantly 

attested on the southern coast of Asia Minor from Pamphylia to 

Rough Cilicia,83 a fact which suggests a general provenience for this 

altar. The female figure depicted by the relief is doubtless a goddess, 

but she has no attributes which would permit identification. The 

question of her name, like that of the provenience of this altar, can 

be solved only by an eventual discovery of other dedications from the 

same sanctuary. 

INSTITUT FERNAND COURBY, LYONS 

June, 1976 

81 Cf. J. and L. Robert, Hellenica VI (1948) 24 n.2, and O. Weinreich, Ausgewiihlte Schriften I 

(Amsterdam 1969) 131-95; for a recent attestation of Apollo €m]KOOC discovered by J. and 

L. Robert in Commagene see BullEpigr 1968,549. 

81 G. E. Bean and T. B. Mitford, DenkschrWien 85 (1965) 8 no.3. 

83 Cf. L. Robert, op.dt. (supra n.33) 424 n.6, and Documents de /'Asie Mineure meridionale 

(Paris 1966) 87; Zgusta, op.dt. (supra n.11) 520. 
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Figure 1. No.1, Akmonia Figure 2. No.2, Akmonia 

., ....... " ~.. t ... 

. ':'\ r.,\.8H T \'<"\i\ 
~N\rrt::;;':l , 

Figure 3. No.8, Nakoleia or Kotiat'iol1 Figure 4. No.9, Appia 

INSCRIPTIONS FROM PHRYGIA, 



PLATE 8 DREW-BEAR 

Figure 1. No. 10, Appia 

Figure 3. No. II, Appia 

INSCRIPTIONS FROM PHRYGIA, II 

Figure 2. No. 12, Appia 



DREW-BEAR PLATE 9 

Figure 1. No. 13, Amorion, inscribed base of statue 

Figure z. No. 14, Metropolis, front of altar Figure 3. No. 14, right side of altar 

Figure 4. No. 15, Eumeneia Figure 5. No. 16, Dionysoupolis? 

INSCRIPTIONS FROM PHRYGIA, III 
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Figure 1. No. 17, provenience uncertain Figure 2. No. 18, provenience uncertain 

Figure 3. No. 19, provenience uncertain Figure 4. No. 20, provenience uncertain 

INSCRIPTIONS FROM PHRYGIA, IV 


